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are great individual variations. But this scientific account of
what is to be expected normally makes nonsense of the cry,
"too old at forty," or even at sixty, at any rate for intellectual
work.
Though in old age the body may move slowly, it may be
healthy, and though the mind may also move slowly, it may
still retain, far on into the seventh decade and beyond, whatever
of clarity and force it has always possessed. The dominant
features of old age must, of course, depend upon what has gone
before. If the previous stages have been lived through well,
a dominant passion is apt to be the contemplation of the beauti-
ful in nature, in art, and in human life; if ill, a common passion
is that of avarice, the senseless grasping for the mere sake of
possession, even when the need of further possessions has
passed away. Still more unfortunate is it when the desires of
the flesh persist, even though the physical powers have waned.
The doctors tell of cases in which great restraint and self-control
are needed by men of advanced years.
But old age at its best has a great contribution to make to
the common stock of knowledge and wisdom, just as childhood
at its best contributes to the purest forms of human happiness.
As links with the past, as depositories of experience, the aged of
every generation have much to give to the young—as many an
old man's reminiscences will abundantly attest. The return
which it behoves the young to make is a chivalrous regard and
respect, and provision for economic independence.
The problem   Such, stated in very general terms, is the course
of         of normal human development from infancy to
educabittty    old age.  We have seen that this development
involves two sets of factors, which we have called
external and internal. We have distinguished between nature
and nurture, heredity and environment "Nature," including
the facts of heredity, plainly sets limits to what environment,
including educational opportunities, can do. SiUc purses cannot

